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garmin is directing copyright complaints at ukho, why not to maptech and
visitmyharbour? i don't think that c-map's approach is morally correct. it may

be legally correct, but morally, are c-map doing the right thing? if they do
have a valid copyright complaint against maptech, then it would be a tricky
situation to argue that it did not relate to a commercial product. i was going

to say that c-map could apply for their own copyright to the chart data. this is
not good for the sailors of the world. under german law, is this enough to

maintain a valid copyright claim? an important point which needs to be made
here is that it would be perfectly possible for c-map to use a different font

than maptech have used to fit with their branding and could have a different
copyright claim, but the same is true of garmin. i am sure that there are other

open source solutions that could be used, but would it be practical for a
garmin product to not have bsb4 support? i'm not sure that i would be able to

buy a garmin product if it didn't have bsb4 support. it is the same for
maptech and visitmyharbour. i love the garmin charts, but they are getting

too expensive to just use when out on the water. cheap chaps like me should
be able to buy one of the above charts and load it to memory and carry it

with me. i would prefer to have the data when sailing, and not have it on my
mb. maptech have done this with their bsb4 charts and created what is

effectively a standalone application. i know this is a small step forward, but is
it enough for those in the sailing community who rely on the simplicity of
opencpn. i have the bsb4 plug-in for opencpn, and i use it when i use my
garmin. i can switch charts when i want to, and there is no messing with
raster and vector. i've adapted to the new chart formats, so i don't see a

major problem. i am beginning to think that the complete solution should be
the ability to load the above charts as an alternative on a pc or smart phone,
so you can choose between formats when you are out sailing. of course, c-

map have already made this work with their own charts.
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